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Prologue

 H armony
balance

four spheres converge
mind 

     perception
        body

              limitation
                     emotions

                          experience
spirit       
endlessness

into time they blend                
as blindly
we strive

to see
and hence to live

perchance
to love
  to be.
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Chapter The First in which
 

The Teacher Finds the Student
and the Student Returns the Favor

Age is a subjective experience.

Were you to describe  someone  as being a ce rtain

age, our minds would fill with preconceptions that

would be more likely wrong than correct.  If the people

about whom this tale is told were described as young or

old, the impressions  thus created  would impair the mind

and limit the necessary flow of feelings.  Certa inly the

greatest gift a tale can give is the involvement of those

who partake  of its words  and the consideration to

encourage  freedom within the context of that

involvement.

On this journey in which you now discover

yourself involved you are the traveler.

There is a girl who you w ill meet shortly and who

will be described as  youngish.  In our own minds we are

all "youngish".  Identify with her, travel with her, indeed

become her for she journeys paths of endless  discovery

with thoughts and feelings of unlimited po tential.
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Not unlike yourself.

There is also a man you will  meet described as

older.  Do not believe this.  You may impose on him the

image of a father figure.  Do not do this either.  In fact

do not believe anything you find forthcoming unless you

are prepared to nurture that wondrous p lace somewhere

inside your heart where rings the rich chimes of truth,

the solid footfalls of self-identity and the faery lightness

of inner peace.

A youngish girl sat quietly beside a small quiet

pond thinking quiet thoughts unto herself uniquely her

own.   Quiet thoughts echoing the feelings, ideas,

passions  and fears of a thousand generations before her

and countless generations yet to come.  Beside her a

somewhat older man, w ise by some unimaginable but

relative standard, sat pondering the young girl.  The day

bragged a clear sky and  a gentle comforting breeze, the

sort of day suggesting just this . . . thinking and looking

within.

The youngish girl, call her Tamith (Tah-meeth ),

looked up squinting slightly as the sunlight contrasted

the soft hues of the ground.  She noted the sun, of
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course, and the small wispy clouds, so obvious ly

beautiful in their insubstantial transience.  A

considerable portion of her daily existence w as to

acknow ledge and absorb into her sensorium as much of

her immediate reality as she possibly could.  Slowly her

gaze and mind embraced trees and flowers ("Strong and

fragile," she thought.), b irds and insec ts ("Soaring and

buzzing."), air and water ("Touch of breath and touch of

body."), warmth and  coolness  ("Reassuring and

refreshing."), within and without ("Life and life

source.").

Even as her eyes captured the beauty of the

moment and her mind committed it to deep memory, her

heart felt the sharp edge of the subtle blending of known

and unknown.  A coming together that foretold a story

as yet unrevealed  to her consciousness but a path on

which she would travel into unimagined growth and

potentia l.

She considered the differences between the

Universe she conta ined and the U niverse which

contained her.  These thoughts spread rippling the space

surrounding her.

"Release expecta tions of others," the older man,
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call him Jantur (Jhan-toor), had a voice of well handled

velvet, soft and reassuring.  His comments  had always

arose, as if by design, to challenge her innermost

thoughts.  In this regard he might be regarded as her

teacher, but such labe ls mus t be applied loose ly as such

a moniker would he  find uncomfortable

Again Tamith considered the world around her

and the w orld she encompassed.  "Release expec tations

of others . . . ," she mused to  herself, "I suppose the

inner world is as good as  the outer one .  But the

Universe that holds and  maintains the force of life must

be the greatest yet.  And that is necessarily contained in

everyone."  One breath later, "But even that is

judgmental.  I am certainly not the one to pass  judgment

on the Universe."  Another breath, "Am I?"

Her mind sped across light years, caressing stars,

cradling galaxies just  barely comprehensible but no less

substantial.   Grasping to reach an understanding of inner

and outer, aching to feel as one with all, she tossed a

pebble in the small pond and  watched the wavelets

slow ly roll away from the source surprising some sticks

and debris into rocking and bobbing.  The movement of

the pond's surface reflected so much more than it
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appeared.  A new awareness poked  gently at the edges

of her reality.

As the first waves lapped the shore,  Tamith

almost felt the sense of peace she sought so dearly.

Shutting out the pain of memory, she trie d to align her

mind with feelings of pure energy, life energy.   Trying

so sincerely and, unfortunately, so desperately to release

feelings of the physical world around her and indeed

within her as w ell.

"Release expectations of yourself," she noticed

Jantur was no t even looking at her as he spoke.  This

was not going at all as she had . . . expected .  "I want

this so much," her thoughts betrayed her deeper self-

doubts.

A bird swooped down to the surface of the pond

to catch an insec t in its beak.  Its act of self-sustenance

created more ripples as it soared off high into the sun

oblivious to the impac t it had on the dynamic system of

the pond.  "Without expectations, I can only accept that

which is my life."  The clouds were gliding across a sky

absolute ly devoid of sound.  "I can only accept that

which is."

The peace she sought teased her at the frontier of
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her desires.  "What does that mean?"

This ageless s truggle had been re-enacted time

and again on the battleground  of her psyche.  She knew

very well what it meant but was prohibited from

embracing it even by her own expectations.  Blocked by

demons of nothing.

"Accept.  Accept.  Accept." This was not

working.

"I've got to stop fighting myself."

Her arms and legs felt distant, comfortably

elsewhere.  Her brea thing was coming from below her

navel travelling up her spine to jo in with the gentle

breeze around her hair as her thoughts continued, "I can

only accept."

The breeze felt as if it were passing through her,

pleasantly cleansing her of some of her old resident

fears and doubts.  Remaining part of her consciousness,

however,  was the need.  Filled with the need to learn

and joined with the desire to find Peace, Tamith felt the

frustration of tha t which is  touchable but not reachable.

"Release expectations of yourself," this time the

grass at her feet held his interest.  Fleetingly, she

considered that he was watching the grass grow or
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perhaps waiting for a  new star to form or observing

some other cosmic event so fa r beyond her mindspace

that imagining it drew only blankness.

The path to peace was elusive.  But it could not

be impossible.  Must not be.

Try as she would she could hardly feel this much

let alone fee l Enlightened.  Before the  feeling

overwhelmed her, Tamith let the breeze pass through

her and carry away her expec tations of finding

Something.

"There is no need to create conflict with

understanding," Jantur sat w ith eyes closed  a peaceful

expression gracing his face.

This was more confusing.  "I think I can accept

the Universe as it is and as I am in it.  I can almost feel

that all is One and that  I am O ne with it and that all

there is . . uh . . is.  But, if I don't try to understand, how

am I to know?"  Thinking this she looked out o f the

corner of her eyes a t her dear companion.  Connecting

with his energy, feeling the flow pass between them and

then through them to the U niverse, she  felt the need slip

away,  the urgency dissipate, leaving behind an all new

freedom.
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Mysteries of time and mind drifted apart to yield

truths that for now remained unspeakable.  The deep

knowledge that her place  in the Universe , and the

Universe 's place in her, was not a mystery at all buoyed

her.  She found solace also in the feeling that her

spiritual self already knew what was and what could be

and was w aiting to reveal itself to her wo uld she but

stop looking long enough to see.

Peace, love, acceptance, understanding, even

understanding, were w aiting for her as close  as the

breeze . . .  as close as  Jantur.

Ever so briefly, Tamith and Jantur exchanged a

glance, a glance without t ime, and the physical

awareness of each touched the spiritual awareness of

both as they sat quietly and comfortably together.  Close

without touching yet so close that even time would have

trouble squeezing between them.

For an endless instant their path together revealed

itself for the ineffable truth it was.

And the sun set w ith a beautiful palette of color as

they watched and felt welcomed to the Universe and to

each other.

And to the Journey with no purpose save to be
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alive and know life.


